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Junior Heat 1 
Adam Loveday and Liam Coleman led the way for the first 3 laps; Diego Lopez was close behind them 

as they were giving chase. There were 15 very equal drivers in this category and each of them were 

fighting for a place at the top of the grid for the final, this showed as the top 12 drivers were 

separated by less than 10 seconds after 5 laps. Diego had built a 4 second lead by the 7
th

 lap and 

looked to be moving even further ahead, really taking advantage of the warm conditions with a 

fastest time of 1:10:044 after 9 laps. There was a stand-out performance from InKart rookie Ollie 

Ursel as he started in 15
th

 position and climbed all the way into third after just 9 laps and began to 

challenge Thomas Knapton in second place. Diego Lopez took the flag with a gap of 8.550 seconds 

over Thomas Knapton in second place and Ollie Ursel in third. 

Junior Heat 2 
Thomas Knapton, Matthew Diemer and Ollie Ursel led the way in the second heat of the day. Ollie 

had shown some excellent racing after his first heat ended with him in third position, Thomas 

Knapton had also performed well finishing in second place previously. Matthew Diemer had a point 

to prove to try and get in the top three after missing out earlier. George Bridson bided his time 

throughout the race and made his move with only 2 laps to go, he took Thomas through the middle 

section and crossed the line in first position. Thomas followed in second place and Ollie came in with 

another solid third place finish. 

Junior Heat 3 
Diego Lopez and Tyler Parslow were top of the grid for the final Junior heat. There was some 

bumping and close contact throughout the first lap as the drivers fought for the racing line and 

position to gain those vital points before heading into the final. Diego and Tyler still led after 4 laps 

with Stephen Netting incredibly close behind in third place. Ollie Ursel was struggling to maintain his 

form in this heat as he fought for position in sixth after 7 laps. Diego and Tyler were still out in front, 

with Stephen, Ellis and Christian just behind battling it out for third place with a fraction of a second 

between them. Diego put in a fastest lap of 1:09:430, bettered only by Christian who managed a 

1:09:423. They took the flag with Diego in first, Tyler second ad Stephen in third. 

Junior Final 
Matthew Diemer and Adam Loveday lost out at turn 2 of the opening lap as there were too many 

karts entering at once, resulting in them dropping down the grid. George Bridson took second place 

from Ollie Ursel on the inside of turn 4 on the 2
nd

 lap. Diego was out in front until Ollie powered back 

past George and moved into first place, George then followed through into second – leaving Diego in 

third place. Ollie was performing spectacularly as he held a small lead in his debut InKart round.  
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Ellis, Thomas and Tyler were knocking on the door for a podium finish as they approached their fifth 

lap. Whilst at the top, George had moved back past Ollie to take the lead! George set a fastest lap of 

1:10:131 on the 5
th

 lap as he held a small margin over Ollie and Diego. Tyler and George were the 

only 2 drivers after 9 laps to have broken 1:10 seconds. Ollie committed an ABC at turn 11 George as 

he pushed him out wide and gained position. Diego moved past Ollie as he came in for his black flag, 

when Diego and George were fighting it out at the top. George was in the lead by 0.067 seconds 

after 13 laps with all to play for and just over 4 minutes left. Ellis Haddow and Tyler Parslow were 

battling for third place as the final lap board was shown. Tyler took third place on the back straight 

from Ellis on the last lap, but Diego managed to pull it out of the bag and steal the win from George 

through turn 9 on the final lap. 

 

 

Senior Light Heat 1 
Jamil Said and Dan Bull lead the way from the start, with Tom Harbottle giving chase. Clive 

Gristwood dropped to the bottom after spinning out on the first lap. After the first lap the top three 

was; Dan Bull, Tom Harbottle and Jamil Said. Dan Bull was the first driver of the day to break 1:10 

with a solid time of 1:09:864 on his fourth lap. There was lots of bustling for position throughout the 

pack with such a close and busy heat of 19 drivers, the grid start really made for an exciting race 

keeping everyone in contention. After 6 laps Dan had built a 3 second lead over Tom and Emilio and 

looked steady out in front. George Wilson, Aaron Kidd, Emilio Lopez and Tom Harbottle had all 

joined Dan with sub 1:10 lap times after 9 laps, showing some excellent speed in regular traffic and 

really making the most of the warm conditions and grip on the track. By the time they entered their 

final lap Dan had built up a lead of over 6 seconds and would take the chequered flag, with Tom and 

Emilio crossing the line within 0.3 second of each other in second and third respectively. 
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Senior Light Heat 2 
Aaron Kidd held pole position over Stephen Moffatt and Elliot Mitchell. Vaughan Roberts dropped 

down from fourth place to 9
th

 on the first lap after getting caught in heavy traffic. Jamil and Vaughan 

were battling in the middle of the pack, surrounded by Emilio, Dan and Christopher. Aaron, Stephen, 

Matt, George and Tom were all separated by less than a second after 4 laps, showing how strong this 

category is. Matt Cooley managed to squeeze past George on turn 10 of their 6
th

 lap to take 2
nd

 

place. Matt then went on to move into the lead after taking Aaron Kidd when he ran wide at turn 5 

on the 7
th

 lap. This resulted in Aaron dropping down to 5
th

 place from this wide run at turn 5, leaving 

space for George, Stephen and Tom to slip past. George Wilson and Stephen Moffat slipped past 

Matt Cooley on the 9
th

 lap to take first and second and left Matt in third. Aaron Kidd was really 

struggling after losing first place earlier on and found himself slipping to 9
th

 place. Jamil Said had a 

kart issue and forced him to return to the pit lane. George Wilson and Stephen Moffat crossed the 

line in first and second places with only 0.163 seconds between them, Matt Cooley followed in third 

place. 

Senior Light Heat 3 
Clive and Christopher Gristwood were both called for bumping on the first lap, some father and son 

rivalry going a bit too far! Tom Bush and Emilio Lopez were in first and second through the first lap, 

with Christopher chasing them down in third. Tom and Emilio were neck and neck through the first 3 

laps as they battled for some last minute points before the final. Dan Bull and Aaron Kidd moved 

past Christopher to chase down a top position. Matt Cooley decided to join in with the party and 

jumped up into 5
th

 place after 5 laps. Emilio, Dan and Aaron managed to power past Tom to take the 

top 3 spots, but Emilio started to move away, building up a 4 second lead. Dan and Aaron were neck 

and neck in pursuit and it could have gone either way at the point of 10 laps gone. At the line it 

finished with Emilio in first, Dan Bull in second and Aaron Kidd in third. 

Senior Light Final 
Emilio Lopez, Dan Bull and George Wilson held the top three positions as they crossed the line.  

Stephen Moffat climbed into second from fourth on the second lap. Dan Bull slipped through the 

inside of Stephen Moffat and Emilio to take the lead after 2 laps. As they entered the fourth lap Dan 

still held out in front with a 0.5 second gap, Stephen in second and George in third. Tom Bush and 

Jamil Said were battling as Tom went past him at turn 7. Tom Harbottle gained position over Aaron 

Kidd on the inside of turn 4. Aaron Kidd had a kart issue and came into the pits on the 6
th

 lap to 

resolve. Dan, Stephen and George still led after 6 laps and Emilio was trailing 2.2 seconds back in 

fourth. Dan Bull had the fastest lap of the day with a 1:09:414 after 8 laps. Tom Harbottle was 

pointed into the pit lane after tampering with his engine due to a suspected throttle issue. Dan, 

Stephen and George were out in the lead with 6 minutes remaining and began to look like this might 

be the result. Matt and Vaughan were really tightly packed towards the final lap as they tried to gain 

the position in fifth and sixth. Dan Bull, George Wilson and Stephen Moffat led the way into the final 

lap. Dan took the flag and the win, with George and Stephen in second and third. 
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Senior Heavy Heat 1 
Ashley King and Stuart Bennett led the way to begin with, as the first heavy heat got underway. 

Stuart Bennett dropped down the grid after 1 lap and found himself in seventh position. Adrian 

Wisniewski and Chris Munro made the most of the carnage in the opening few laps and climbed into 

second and third positions. Stuart Shearman made his move through the pack steadily over the 

middle section and took Chris Munro. Ashley won, followed by Adrian Wisniewski and Stuart 

Shearman in first. 

Senior Heavy Heat 2 
Wayne Robson and Stuart Shearman were the top two drivers in this second heavy heat, with Andy 

Barr and Chris Munro close behind. Andy dropped down to 5
th

 place leaving room for Chris to jump 

into third and Adrian 4
th

 place just behind him. After 3 laps Wayne had a lead of 1.7 seconds over 

Stuart Shearman in second place, who was around 4.8 seconds in front of Chris Munro and Adrian 

Wisniewski. The track was really dry and full of grip for one of the first times this year and Wayne 

was really making the most of it with a fastest time of 1:10:452. Chris was going well in his least 

favourite driving conditions but Adrian was really closing in as they approached their 6
th

 lap, Adrian 

was carrying too much speed and moved past Chris to take third place at this time. Chris was having 

a tough time out there and began to drop down the grid, resulting in him being in 6
th

 place after 8 

laps. Wayne was edging away from Stuart with a 3.439 second lead, and third placed Adrian seemed 

to be too far back to challenge with only a few minutes to go. Wayne Robson took the win, Stuart 

Shearman followed in second place and Adrian in third.  
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Senior Heavy Heat 3 
Timothy Twaite and Luigi Cappu io started at the front ut ouldn’t hold it for long, as they 

dropped down to 6
th

 and 10
th

 respectively. This allowed Andy Barr, Luke Plummer and Chris Munro 

to move into the top three. After they finished their second lap Chris had taken the lead after 

starting in fourth, Andy and Luke followed in second and third only 0.6 behind. Andy dropped down 

to 4
th

 place as Adrian jumped past him and Luke into second place after 3 laps. Chris held a 2.195 

second lead over Adrian after 4 laps, with a fastest time of 1:10:597 after 6 laps. Ashley was in third 

place after 8 laps and around 6 seconds behind the leader. The heat began to spread out and they 

came in pretty steadily from the 9
th

 lap onwards. Chris won with a 5 second lead, Adrian in second 

and Ashley in third 2 seconds behind. 

Senior Heavy Final 
Adrian started off the heavy final in pole position on the grid, Chris Munro followed in second place 

and Ashley King in third. They started off very closely packed but split into two groups, as the faster 

drivers powered ahead the back of the pack were having their own battle for championship points.  

Wayne Robson and Stuart Shearman were following the top three drivers with a small gap 

afterwards. When it came to the fifth lap Adrian and Ashley had moved past Chris into first and 

second place, along with Wayne slipping past Stuart to take fourth. Adrian seemed to be moving 

quickly out in front and had the race sown up unless he made any last minute mistakes. Chris Munro 

and Ashley were fighting it out as Chris moved past him into second place with a gap of 0.604 after 

12 laps. The final was fairly spread apart from the battle for second as the clock left around 3 

minutes remaining. Adrian took the win, followed by Chris Munro in second and Ashley King in third. 

 


